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ABSTRACT

A qualitative derivation of the morphology of the
olivine-type structure is given. To this end the Perio-
dic Bond Chains and F faces are derived from the or-
thorhombic structwe according to the PBC theory of
Hartman & Perdok. In this structure two types of
bonds are present, the Mg*O bond and the much
stronger Si-O bond. Within the PBCs the SiOa
tetrahedra are considered complete crystallizing
units; they are connected by the "weaker" Mg-O
bonds. The PBC directions in order of increasing
period are: [100], [001], <101>, [010], <20f>,
<110>, <111>, <210>, <2lL>, <012>,
<ll2>, <310>, <212> and <311>. The F faces
containing at least two PBCs within a growth layer
d , * 7  a r a i  [ 0 1 0 ] ,  { 1 1 0 } ,  { 0 2 1 } , 1 1 0 1 } ,  { 1 1 1 } ,  [ 1 2 0 ] ,
{121} ,  {001} ,  {130} ,  {112}  and [132] .  Pro ject ions
of the structure oarallel to P-BCs with short nerio-
dicitv show the ielative order of importance-of F
faces- within the zones oarallel to tlre shortest PBCs.
Thus we obtain, for tfie [001] zone: [010], {110},
{120} ,  {130} ;  for  t } re [1@] zone:  t010] ,  {021} ,
{001} ;  for  the <101> zones:  {010} ,  [101] ,  {111} ,
11211;  and for  the <201> zones:  {010} ,  {112} ,
{ 132 }.

Souuenn

Pour 6tablir qualitativement la morphologie de la
structure cristalline du type olivine, on identifie les
chalnes de liaison p6riodiques (CLP) et les faces F
dans cette structure orthorhombique, suivant la th6-
orie des CLP de Hartman & Perdok. Dans cette
structure, on trouve deux types de liaison: type Mg-O
et type Si-O; la liaison du type Si-O est de beaucoup
la plus forte des deux. A I'int6rieur des CZP, les t6-
traddres SiOa sont consid6r6s conme des 6l6ments
complets de cristallisation, reli6s par les liaisons
Mg-O. Les directions de CLP se rangent conrme
suit par ordre de p6riode croissante: [100], 10011,
<101>,  [0] .01,  <201>,  <110>,  <111>,  <210>,
<2LL>, <012>, <lI2>, <310>, 12L2) et
<311>. [,es faces P contenant au moins deux CLP
dans l'6paisseur d'une couche de croissance da*z
s o n t :  [ 0 1 0 ] ,  [ 1 1 0 1 ,  [ 0 2 1 ] ,  { 1 0 1 } ,  { i 1 1 } ,  { 1 2 0 } ,
[ 121 ] ,  10011 ,  {130 } ,  { 112 }  e t  { 132 } .  Les  p ro jec -
tions de la structdre'parallElement.aux CLP de
p6riode court€ montrerit I'importance relative des
iaces F dans les zones oaralidles A ces CtrP. On
obtient ainsi, pour la ione t0011: {010}, 1110};
{120} ,  {130} ;  pour  la  zone [100] :  {010} ,  {021} ,
{001 } ;pou r  l es  zones  <101  > :  {010 } ,  { 101  } ,  l l l l f  ,
[  121] ;  pour  leszones <201> :  {010} ,  {  112} ,  {132} .

(Traduit par la R6daction)

ItrnonucrroN

Olivine crystals occur in many forms (Gold-
schmidt 1920) but are most commonly elongate
along the c axis and flattened parallel to the
(010) face. In naturally occurring crystals the
most important forms are {010}, {110J, [021],
{111} ,  {120} ,  {101}  and {001},  and the less im-
ior tant  are io t t i ,  {100} ,  [121]  and {131}.
Under special conditions, however, faces with
higher indices may occur. The {112} form of
olivine is commonly observed in meteorites
only (Goldschmidt 1920).

The variation in morphology may be caused
by many variables. These may be internal, such
as distribution of dislocations and twin boun'
daries, or external, such as temperature, pres-
sure, supersaturation, diffusion rate and presence
of foreign materials. Before we can discuss the
influence of each of these variables, we have
to define a basic model. We assume that the
morphology of a crystal is mainly determined
by its structure and bond assemblage. As a con-
sequence of this assumption the morphology of
the Mg end member of the alivine series, for-
sterite (MgzSiOa), can be derived from its struc-
ture. This is done here in a qualitative way by
means of the PBC (Periodic Bond Chain) theory
(Hartman & Perdok 1955a) and will be done in a
quantitative way in a forthcoming paper @art
II). A qualitative derivation of F faces has al-
ready been given by Bautsch et al, (I97I), but
there a different criterion for choosing the
PBCs was used, resulting in a different list of
PBCs and F faces (see discussion).

TttEoRETIcAL BecrcnouxP

According to the PBC theory (Hartman &
Perdok L955a; Hartman 1963, 1969, L9'73) tbe
habit of a crystal is determined by uninterrupted
chains of strong bonds (PACs). Strong bonds
constituting a PBC are bonds in the first coordi-
nation sphere of an alom, ion or molecule which
are formed during the crystallization process.
The bond strength of Si-O and Mg-O (Brown &
Shannon 1973) differs greatly in the fhst and
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second coordination spheres as a funetion of tlre
interatomic distances: Mg-O bonds of the sec-
ond coordination sphere have a minimum length
of 3.51A, which results in a bond strength about
ten times smaller than for the first coordination
sphere (bond length 2.06-2.224); Si-o bonds
have a much higher specific bond strength and
therefore are used, as much as possible, in the
formation of PBCs. The PBCs are chosen in
such a way that only Mg-O bonds are broken.

Combinations of PBCs define three types of
faces: A) F (flat) faces contain PBCs in at least
two different directions and are formed by slices
that grow slowly according to a layer mecha-
nism. In agreement with current crystal-growth
theories (Stranski 1928; Laudise L970) it is as-
sumeid that the growth layers that contain the
PBCs are slices having thicknesses dnxu deteb
mined by the cell dimensions and the space
group. This implies that duw is tle repeat period
of the minimum surface energy (Ilartman 1973).
B) ,S (stepped) faces have one PBC within the
slice and grow faster than F faces. C) K (kinked)
faces have no PBC within the slice and grow
the fastest besause there is no nucleation barrier.

The slow-growing F faces are the most im-

portant whereas the fast-growing K faces are
unimportant and do not normally occur on the
crystal. ,S faces have an intermediate position.
In general, a crystal growing slowly from a
slightly supersaturated vapor or solution and
with sufficient PBCs in the structure, will be
bounded exclusively by F faces. A face can grow
in two ways; by means of two-dimensional nu-
cleation for ideal crystals, and by means of a
screw-dislosation mechanism for real crystals.
A PBC should be given a stoichiometric compo-
sition because the growth process is considered
as a consecutive formation of strong bonds. Fur-
thermore, in ionic crystals with a centre of sym-
metry, a slice should not have a dipole moment
perpendicular to its plane, because this would
lead to crystal surfaces with a high electrostatic
potential and consequently a high growth rate.
As a consequence a PBC should not have a di-
pole moment perpendicular to its chain direction
(Hartman 1973). For most faces, discrepancy
between theoretical and observed morphology is
mainly indicative of the influence of external
factors, primarily solvent and impurify effects,
but may also be due to the internal factors of
twinning and dislocations.

(rs,T
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Ome-.to'n O si-ato. O O-atom

Frc. 1. The olivine unit ceU. All atoms are numbergd and are accompanied by translations in the a
y and z directions witl respect to tbe chosen cell. Si-O bonds are heavily drawn. Other lines are
Mg-O bonds.
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Tttr Ch,vsrer, Srnucruns

The orthorhombic strucrure of olivine was first
determined on a forsteritic olivine, (Mg,Fe)aSiO",
by Bragg & Brown (1926). Later the structure
was refined in space group Pbnm by Belov et al.
(1951), Hanke & Zemann (1963), Hanke (1965)
and finally by Birle et al. (t968). The structure
consists of a nearly hexagonal close-packing of
oxygen atoms parallel to the (100) plane (Fig. 1).
One half of the octahedral sites are occupied by
Mg(Fe) atoms, and one eighth of the tetrahedral
sites by Si atoms. There are two different types
of octahedral sites, M(I) on inversion centres,
and M(II) on mirror planes. Serrate chains with
a core of. M(I) octahedra that share edges are
connected with M(II) ostahedra alternating left
and right, and are parallel to the c axis. Those
chains go through the origin and tlrough (7/z ,r/2,
0); they are connected with neighboring chains
by SiOe tetrahedra and occupied M(II) octahedra.
The rather h;gh dislertion, especially of the
M(II) polyhedra, is an important feature. Each
oxygen atom is bonded to one Si atom and
three Mg atoms.

Dpnryerrou or PBCs exp F Feces rRolt tge
Srnucrune

DsnrverroN on PBCs ervp F Fecrs rnovt rns
structure is based on cell and atomic parameters
(Iable 1) determined by Birle et al. (1968). All
the bonds occurring witlin one unit cell and
within the fint coordination sphere, and the

TABLE 
'1. 

CEIL AND ATOM1C PARAI',IETERs OF FORSTERITE"

a  4 .762  A

Atom

M ( I )

. v ( I I )

s i

0( r )
0 ( r r )
0 ( r r r )

b 10.225 A c 5.994 A

g a - z

0 0 0

0.98975(29) 0.27743(16) \
0.426e3(27) o.oe434(13) 1
0 .76580 (72 )  0 .09186 (36 )  e
0.22012(72) 0.44779(36) l
0 . 278 r0 (50 )  0 .16346 (25 )  0 .03431  (46 )

*  
parameters  o f  B i r le  e t  aL .  (1968\

bond lengths between cations and anions @irle
et al. 1968) are given in Table 2. There are four
formula units per cell, with four Mg atoms in
MQ) positions, labeled 1 to 4, and four Mg atoms
in MQI) positions, labeled 5 to 8.

The Si and O atoms also are labeled in this
way (Fig. 1, Table 2). Where necessary, atoms
have been translated in the direction fuvwl to
neighboring unit cells. This translation is indi-

TABTE 2. CATI0N-ANI0N BONDS (A) l, l ITHlN THE FIRST C00RDINATION
SPHERE IN ONE UIIIT CELI

2 - 0 9 1 t 2 \  2 . 0 9 1 ( 2 1  2 . 0 7 5 Q )  2 . O 7 5 1 2 )  2 . 1 4 2 1 3 i  2 . 1 4 2 1 3 )

us(1) o{1, ioo) o(z,o i i l  ot r , io i t
us(2)  O(1, iOO) O(z,Oiot  Otr , iool
M 9 ( 3 )  O l 3 , O O J )  O ( 4 )  O ( 5 )

o l e , o i o :  o t s t  o ( 1 3 , I i i )
n , o  n i n r  n , r r  i i n r  n r , < r

o te ,oo i t  o t r z , oo i )  o t r e t
0  ( l 0 )

u 9 ( 5 )  o { 1 )  o ( 5 , 1 0 0 )  o ( 9 , 1 0 0 )  o t t z , o o T )  o ( l q l  o ( l 5 , l o o )

M s ( 6 )  O ( 2 )  O ( e , i O O )  O { t t , i O O )  O ( t O t  O ( 1 6 , 0 0 1 )  O t t : , I O O t

M g ( 7 )  0 ( 3 )  0 ( 7 )  o ( 1 2 )  0 ( 9 , 0 0 1 )  0 ( 1 5 )  0 ( 1 4 )

M o ( 8 )  o ( 4 )  o t 8 )  o ( l o )  o ( 1 1 )  o ( l 3 , o 0 t )  0 ( 1 6 )

2 . 1 7 7 1 4 )  2 . O 5 9 1 4 1  2 .

1 - 6 1 4 ( 4 )  1 . 6 3 5 ( 3 )  1 . 6 3 5 G )  1 . 6 5 4 ( 4 )

s 1 ( 1 )  O ( 1 )  0 ( 9 )  0 ( 1 5 )  o ( 8 , o l o )

s ! ( 2 )  0 ( 2 )  O ( 1 1 )  0 ( 1 3 )  o ( 7 , 0 1 0 )

s l ( 3 )  0 ( 3 , 1 0 0 )  o ( 1 2 )  o ( 1 4 )  o ( 6 )

s r t a t  o r a , i o o )  o t t o )  o ( 1 6 )  o ( 5 )

cated after the index number of the atom. For
instance, the oxygen atom O(1,T00) has _been
translated by one period in the direction [100].

A slice dr*r is an infinite layer of stoichiome-
tric composition. Its thickness darr is equal to
the distance througb which, for olivine, the sur-
face energy temains sonstant. For some slices
the thickness dr,u is halved in accordance with
the extinction conditions for the olivine-type
structure, as determined by X-ray analysis.

We consider the structure of pure forsterite
(Mg"SiO,). The SiOe tetrahedra are considered
as complete crystallizing particles of. the PBC,
because the Si-O bonds are much stronger than
the Mg-O bonds, and SiOa groups are present
in the melt before crystals form. The crystalliza'
tion process is therefore reduced to the forma-
tion of Mg-O bonds.

It is commonly possible to form more than
one PBC per unit cell in a given direction luvwl.
For example, as there are fout fotmula units
per unit cell, there can exist two symmetry-re'
lated PBCs, each of which contains two formula
units per period. In order to describe the PBCs
for this relatively cornplicated structure, it is
necessary to define a few ter,ms. A primitive
PBC (Woensdregt, pers. comm.) is defined as
an uninterrupted periodic chain of strong bonds
disregarding the condition of stoichiometry and
electroneutrality. A partial PBC is defined as
an uninterrupted chain of strong bonds, con-
sisting of one or more primitive PBCs and ad-
ditional ions so as to be electrostatically neutral.
In the present case of olivine, this latter condi-
tion implies a stoichiometric composition be-
cause the SiOao tetrahedra are considered as
complete crystallizing particles, so all anions
have to be present. A PBC (or complete PB€)
may consist of two or more partid PBCs. For
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some directions it may occur that the addition
of Mg ions to a primitive PBC transforms it
directly into a complete PBC without-the in-
termediate step of a partial PBC. The addi-
tional Mg ions (not being part of a primitive
PBC) sometimes lie exactly on the boundary
between two adjacent slices. In these cases they
are statistically divided between these two slices.

In order to determine the PBCs, projections

of the structure have been drawn parallel to all
the directions of PBCs. This has been done
using a Fortran IV program written for an IBM
370 computer connected with a Calcomp plotter
(Woensdregt, pers. comm.). This method is fol-
Iowed because l) in these projections it is easy
to find out whether or not neighboring PBCs
are bonded and 2) the surface structure of slices
of different F faces can be seen and compared.

t-..
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\O

Frc. 2. Projection along [001], with slices d6"0, dio, d$.0 and d136. Black dots
are oxygen atoms, open circles magnesium atoms and heavy lines re-
present the SiO4 tetrahedra with the silicon atom in the centre. In the
case of two numbers accompanying one symbol, two atoms of the same
type lie one above the other. The dangling bonds on the surface of the
slices are dashed.
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Ttts [001] ZoNn

The projection along [001] is drawn in Fig-
ure 2. In this direction there exists a primitive
PBC: T(4YMg(6)-T(4,0O1), where T(4) repre-
sents the SiOa tetrahedron around Si(4), includ-
ing the four surrounding oxygen atoms. There
are four such primitive PBCs per unit cell. They
have to be combined with the remaining Mg ions
to form partial PBCs and these must be com-
bined to form complete PBCs which should be
centrosymmetric (no dipole moment perpendicu'
lar to [001]). This latter combination can be done
only by using either the centres of symmetry in
the structure (there are fivo, one occupied by
a M(D ion, the other empry), or by the two-fold
screw axis. Two different PBCs are theoretical-
ly possible, [001]" and [0O1]e. The first, [001]",
is a combination of two primitive PBCs by the
symmetry centre at an M(I) site. This PBC is
outlined in Figure 2 in the slice hso. One primi-
tive PBC contains ?(4) and Mg(6), the other
?(3) and Mg(5), whereas Me(3) and Me(4)
serve two puqposes: to transform the primitive
PBCs into partial PnCs and to connect Jhe par-
tials to one complete PBC, The second, [001]8,
is shown in Figure 2 in the slice drio. A primitive
PBC contatning T(3) and Mg(5) is combined
via a centre of symmetry with the primitive PBC
combining f(4,100) and Mg(6,1O0). The former
primitive PBC is transformed into a partial one
by adding /zMg(3) and VzMe@). Similarly,
YzMSQ,L}}) and VzMg(4,100) are added to
the other primitive PBC, T\e ions are taken for
half of their charge because they lie one above
the other in the direction [001] and there is no
preference at ttris stage. These PBCs are con-
nected to surrounding PBCs in the following
slices.

The dizo slice

This slice can be considered to consist of a
row of parallel PBCs [001]" as well as [001]p. In
both cases the surface structure of the slice (Fig.
2) is the same. Within the slice the PBCs are
connected in the [100], <101> and (201) di
rections, so new PBCs lie parallel to these direc-
tions.

The d.oo slice

Here PBCs [001]" and [001]B alternate. The
former has its centres of symmetry in Mg(l)
and Mg(2), whereas for the latter the ceirtre is
between 7(3) and f(4,100). The [001]B PBC has
been symmetrically divided on both sides of the
l00ll" PBC in Figure 2, because when defined
this way the PBC can be used also for the d'o
slice.

Note tlat the boundary between two consec-
utive slices cannot be represented by a mathe-
matical plane, because the o'topso' of the two
SiOa tetrahedra are situated partly outside that
plane. This eives the surface of (120) an un-
ilulated struc-ture. The Mg(3 and 4) ions have
to be divided statistically between neighboring
slices. Within the doo slice the PBCs are bonded
in the [210], [zLL),[2L2], [21I] and Vl7l dbec'
tions.

The d.m slice

Slices can be formed in two ways. First, in the
upper right portion of Figure 2 a slice is shown
in wnicn two [001]p PBCs, related to each other
by the glide plane n parallel to (010), alternate.
The M(I) octahedra are all situated at the boun-
dary of the slice and have to be divided between
the neighboring slices. The [0O1]B PBCs are
bonded together in the direction [110], [111],
llr7l, uLzJ and Ulzl.- 

The 
- 
second possibility is to combine two

[001]" PBCs, again related by the glide plane n,
as indicated in Figure 2, between the former drio
slice and the d.rzo slice. The surface of this slice
is highly undulating as shown by the line AB,
but has'no M(I) positions on its boundary. The

[001]" PBCs are bonded together in the same
directions as the [001]B PBCs. Which of the two
surfaces is the more stable cannot be decided at
this stage; this has to be evaluated on the basis
of surface energy considerations (Part II).

The dao slice

The d;o slice is defined by nearly the same
complete PBC as outlined within the drgo slice.

Only Mg(3,fio) ano nag(a,T1O) are replaced by
ME(3.2Io) and Me(4,2I0); Mg(3,001) and Mg(4)
are"' ieplaced bv-'Mg(3,i0IJ and Mg(4,1O0).
Transldtion of these PnCs n the [310], [311]
and t311] directions define the drao slice.

The forms {020}, {120}, {110} and. {130J
are all F forms be-cauie there are within each
slice at least two PBCs in different directions.
A fifth slice droo contains only PBCs parallel to
the t0011 direction, so the {100} form is an S
face. Theoretically, this diminishes the chance
that this form will be present on a crystal.

Tns [100] ZoNs

A primitive PBC t100] can be constituted in
three ways (Fig. 3):T(lFMg(5!-T(1,100), I(1)-
M s(D-T(I,lo}i or T (I)-M e(2)-T( 1, 100). There
ar- always four such primitive PBCs per-unit
cell, whaiever type is chosen. The partial PBCs
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are obtained by adding the missing Mg ions.
For the first primitive PBC this must be.either
Mg(l) or Mg (2) or t/zMg(L) * VzMg(2).
For the second and third primitive PBC this
can be one of Mg(5), Mg(7), Mg(7,00T) or
Mg(8,010). Combination of the partial PBCs
leads to the following slices.

The dozo slice

Here the partial PBCs are connected by the
inversion centres in the M(I) sites. For example
7(1) and TQ,010) are connected by Mg(2). Now
two surfaces are possible: firstly, the surface
already obtained in the [001] projection, by addi-
tion of Mg(7) and Mg(8,0I0); secondly, an un-
dulating surface, by addition of Mg(5) and
Mg(6,0I0). Energy considerations are necessary
to find the more favorable surface.

The don slice

In this slice two partial PBCs are connected
by Mg(2), the other rwo by Mg(4,00T) (Fig. 3).
The complete PBCs can be formed in two ways.
One PBC comprises T(L), TQ,010), Mg(2),
yzMS[) and VzMg(L,L}L), together with
Mg(5,I00) and Mg(6,1T0). Through rhe action
ofthe glide plane b parallel to (100) and a trans-
lation of [00U we find the equivalent PBC cen-
tred around Mg(4,00T). This sequence of PBCS
gives a dozr slice with a planar boundary. Another
PBC is obtained if instead of Mg(5,I00) and
Mg(6,1T0), Mg(8,010) and Mg(7) are used.
However, this PBC is not bonded to its neigh-
bors. Within the slice drawn in Figure 3, the
PBCs are bonded in the directions [012], [1T21,
iTzj, lztzl, na AT4. The <012> are new
PBC directions.

l. do2o 
)l

q

I
to
I

Frc. 3. Projection aiong [00], with the slices dono, don and doon. Symbols
in Figure 2.
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The d.ozz slice

As k=2n for Okl, the don value should be
halved to dozz. This slice only contains PBCs
[100] that are not bonded to their neighbors, so

{011} is an S form.

The dooz slice

This slice (Fig. 3) consists of a series of pa-
rallel [100] partial PBCs through the action of
the glide plane D parallel to (100). One such par'
tial PBC consi$ts of T(1), Mg(5), r/zMe(L) and
VzMeQ). Although each of these partial PBCs
has a dipole moment perpendicular to its direc-

tion [100], the slice do0, has not, because of the
symmetry plane parallel to (001). The PBCs
are bonded in the directions [110]' tlT0l and
[010], which introduces the new PBC [010].

THs [101] ZoNr

In the [001] projection (Fig. 2), it was shown
that the PBCs in the dozo slice were also bonded
in the [101] direction. A projection parallel to
this direction (Fig.  ) shows the slices dro:, drrl
and dtN,. It is possible to form two different
PBCs, [101]" and [101]9. The [101]" PBC is
based on the primitive PBC Mg(1)-T(1)-tMg(7)

,' ''','..,- 
Q..-\"1

fi
ffi
;i\ !ffi-'r
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\4.o l
-a'c' I a \

I
Frc. 4. Projection along [101], with the slices d:l,1, dri and dix' Symbols as

in Figue 2.
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or Ms(8,0T0)7-T(2,OTO) -Ms(l, 101 ). The addi-
tion of %Mg(2) and VzMg(2,100) suffices to
transform it into a complete PBC, shown in the
upper part of Figure 4.

The [101:]p PBC contains the primitive
PBC Mg(3,100)-7(a)*tMg(6) or Mg(5,100)l-
T(3,T00)-Me(3,001). Here a complete PBC
is obtained by the addition of 7z Mg(4) and
V2M\@,IC/0.).

To each of the described PBCs belongs a sym-
metrically equivalent PBC within the unit cell.
The [01]" have their symmetry centre in Mg(l)
or Mg(4), the [101]p in Mg(2) or Mg(3).

The dn slice

A slice can be outlined which contains a com-
bination of two equivalent [101]" PBCs (Fig.  ).
The surface is nearly flat with two M(I) octahe-
dra at the slice boundary and the 'otops'o of the
SiOa tetrahedra a bit outside the slice. The PBCs
are bonded within the droi slice in the directions
10101, t1l1l and [1T11. It is also possible to
outline the dror slice by combination of two
[l01]B PBCs; this gives a far more undulating
surface and is not represented in the figure.

'l'he cltt slice

The slice shown in the upper half of Figure 4
contains an alternating series of [01]" and [101]p
PBCs. In Figure 4 a combination has been made
of the [l01]" with symmetry centre in Mg(l) and
the [101]p with symmetry in Mg(3,I0O). It is also
possible to transfate the slice a distance Vzdn,
so that instead of the [101]"rp, [ l01]B+" is
formed. This configuration of the slice is not
represented in Figure 4, because from qualita-
tive considerations it is not clear which is the
most stable. Within the slice as represented in
Figure 4, the PBCs are bonded in the [I0] di
rection. The SiOa tetrahedra produce a highly
undulating surface on the slice. The 0(16) and
O(12) atoms are in especially unfavorable posi-
tions.

T'he cltx slice

The same two equivalent PBCs used in the
r/rol slice are used to delineate the dat slice, but
they are bonded in different directions. Other
chains of strong bonds within the drgr slice lie
parallel to the directions [11T], [210] and [012].

{

{

Frc. 5. Projection along [2011, with the slices d16 and dra; Symbols as in
Figure 2.
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THE STRUCTURAL

THB [201] ZoNs

The primitive PBC (Fig. 5) can be described
by : Mg( I )-T(1 )-Mg(2, 1 00)-T(2, 1 TO)-Mg ( 1,20 1).
Because the Mg ions in this chain lie at symme-
try centers, the addition of Mg ions in the M(II)
sites transforms this primitive PBC into a com-
plete PdC. This can be done in various ways,
namely by adding either Mg(5,100) and
Mg(6,2I0), or one of thg following pqn: Mg(5)
and Mg(6,110), Mg(7,001) and Mg(8,111), Mg(7)
and Mg(8,1T0), Mg(7,100) and Mg(8,0T0).
Equivalent PBCs are centred around Mg(4) and
Mg(3,101) ions.

The dozo slice

The various PBCs give exactly the same two
slices as are found before.

The ds slice

Figure 5 shows this slice, in which PBCs cen-
tred around Mg(1) and Mg(4) alternate. This
slice has the energetically most favorable con-
figuration (Part II) if the primitive PBC
centred around Mg(2,10O) is completed by
Mg(5,I00) and Mg(6,2T0), and the primitive
PBC centred around Mg(3,101) by Mg(7) and
Mg(8,201) (Fig. 5). Within the slice there are
also chains of strong bonds in the [110] and
[111] directions.

The d's slice

If we take the primitive PBC centred around
Ms(3"001). completed with Ms(5.I00) and
Mg(6,I00), and the primitive PBC centred
around Mg(2,100) completed by Mg(7) and
Mg(8,1T0), then we can outline the drgz slice
(Fig. 5). Other directions parallel to chains of
strong bonds within this slice are [310], U12l
and [T11] .

DrscussroN

Only four projections parallel to the deter-
mined PBCs are shown (FigF. 2-5). These four
PBCs have short periods (Table 3), so the draw-
ing of one PBC in a projection is rather simple,
because the bonds are clearly visible. However,
for PBCs with long periods the drawing of all
bonds results in a crowded figure, although the
repeat pattern of identical PBCs is clear. Pro-
jections of the structure have also been made
parallel to the other PBC directions (Table 3)
but because they provide no extra information
they are not presented here. As the PBC length
increases. the strength generally decreases, so
the projections in Figures 2 to 5 are parallel to
the strongest PBCs.

OF OLIVINE

TABLE 3. PBCS IN ORDER OF INCREASING LENGTH AND T FACES
IN oRDER 0F DECREASING dhkl UALUES
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Eae
1 0 0

0 0 1

x 0 x

0 1 0

20r

1 1 1

2 l o

o L 2

! r 2

3 1 0

2 1 2

3 1 1

Per i  od

4 . 7 6 2

5 , 9 9 4

7 . 6 5 5

r0 .225

1 1 . 2 5 3

1  1  . 2 8 0

72.773

1 ?  O ? 1

1  5 . 2 0 5

16.460

17.564

r a . 4 ! t

1 8 . 5 6 3

;=hkl

5 .  1 1 3

3 . 8 9 0

3 . 7 2 9

3 . 5 0 3

3 . 4 8 5

3  . 0 1 3

2.997

2 . 4 6 2

2 . 0 3 5

F forn {hkl}

o20

1 1 0

02 r

.  1 0 1

1 1 1

t20

oo2

1 3 0

1r2

written as vector [az'u]; period and 4O, in A

The zones parallel to PBCs and the F faces
have been drawn in a stereographic projection
(Fig. 6). Not all points of intersection of zones
parallel to PBCs will produce an F face; if the
thickness dar"t of the corresponding growth slice
is too small to contain PBCs in one or more di-
rections, tle point of intersection produces an
S face (doz, and droo) or K face.

The faces are presented in Table 3 in order

Fto. 6. One fourth of a stereographic projection
with the zones parallel to the PBC directions
which occur on the upper hemisphere. Big dots
at the intersection of two or more zones are F
faces. The small dots represetrt J and K faces.
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of decreasing dr,r,r values, according to the law
of Bravais-Friedel (Friedel 1907) as extended
by Donnay & Harker (1937). According to this
law, the {020} form should be the most impor-
tant one. Considering Figure 6, we see that there
are four short (i.e., strong) PBCs in the [001],
[100], <101> and (201) directions within the
doro slice. The suggestion that {010} is the most
important form has already been made by many
authors (e.g., Laspeyres 1883, Zambonini 1905,
Sofrza-Brandilo 79L1, Fleet 1975). Sobolev et al,
(1970) observed olivine crystals in diamond
with {010} as the most important form; that
these are also elongate parallel to [001] is pre-
dictable besause the strongest PBC, the one with
most Mg-O bonds between the SiOa tetrahedra,
is parallel to the [001] direction.

The occurrence of the {110} and {120} forms
in the [001] zone merits some discussion. The
duo slice can be formed by two different PBCs,
either by the two equivalent [001]p PBCs as
shown within the drro slice, or by the two equi-
valent [001] " PBCs (Fig. 2). For the former
case all the Mg atoms in M(I) positions have to
be divided statistically in the neighboring slices,
which is energetically unfavorable (Part II). In
the latter case a highly undulating slice surface
is formed, which also seems energetically unfa-
vorable. It is not, therefore, qualitatively possible
to decide which PBC will give the best resullq
for the drro slice.

If we consider in Figure 2 the doo slice and
the drro slice in the middle of the drawing, it can
be seen that they have in common the PBC
[001]" and two halves of the PBC [001]p on
either side. In the slice dco this common part
can be recognized as the part where all Si-O and
Mg-O bonds are drawn. The difference between
the dr:o and dr;o slices then lies in the way these
common parts are bonded together. It seems
then that the PBCs are more strongly bonded
within the drro slice. which moreover has a
higher dru value. Therefore, one could expect
{110} to be more important than {120}. With-
in the drao slice the neighboring PBCs are only
bonde.d by two Mg-O bonds, which makes this
slice again less important than drzo.

In the [100] zone the order of importance of
the slices is do:o ) dort) door. The last one is far
from ideal because all the M0) positions a{e
situated on the slice boundary. The do:o slice is
more important than tbe don because it has the
highest dr,r.r value, the shortest PBCs within the
slice, and no M(I) positions on the slice boun-
dary. This agrees well with observations of crys-
tals in nature. Artificial cobalt olivine shows the
same succession of faces in this zone (t Hart &

Wessicken 1977), just as the forsterite grown by
Vu Tien et al. (L972).

Of the different F faces in the (101) zones,
the {101} form is probably more i,mportant than

{111} and {12L). Within tl;Le dn slice the two
equivalent F011" PBCs are bonded by four
Mg-O bonds per period, and within the dh:r slice
only by one (Fig. 4). The dror slice has a higher
dn"r value than tle drzr slice and within the dtot
slice there are PBCs with shorter periods (Fig.
6).

If we compare the {111} and {121} forms,
we notice that the dui slice is composed of a
[101]" and U}llp PBC, whereas the &rzr slice
consists of two [101]" PBCs. Within the ds
slice the PBCs are bonded by three Mg-O bonds
and within the dlzt slice only by one. Based on
these considerationsn one may expect that the

{111} form is more important than the {121}
form. The last F faces, {112} and {132} are
clearly shown in the [201] projection. In nature
these are the least observed F forms, with the
lowest dar"r values. If we compare the {112}
form with the {111} and {121} forms, we ob-
serve that in the drri slice all the cations are
situated ratler close to the centre of the slice,
which influences the energy values favorably
(Part II). But, because the slice is so narrow, it
has one of the highest numbers of dangling
bonds of all the F faces. So it is clearly difficult
to make a comparison between the {112} form
and the other tvro bipyramidal forms on the basis
of qualitative considerations only. Presumably
the {Ll2} form is more importalt tl1n tle

{132i foim, because within the duz slise the
PACi are slightly more strongly bonded to their
neighbors.

It is possible to predict, from the structure,
which crystal faces are most susceptible to im-
purity and supersaturation effects. For these
effects we have to look at the distribution of cat-
ions and anions within the slices. From Figure
2 it can be seen that layers of negatively charged
oxygen ions in a hexagonal close-packing alter-
naie with layers of positive ions (Sf * and Mg3+).
It has been shown (Kern 1953, 1955) that faces
where positive and negative layers alternate
(such as (111) of NaCl or (O01) of CsCl) are
good candidates for supersaturation and impurity
effects. These faces have a high electrostatic po-
tential on the surface, because the outermost
layer contains ions of one kind only. As a conse-
quence, dipole molecules like water and other
particles are strongly absorbed at high super-
saturation and this absorption may become a
rate-determining f actor.

The surface of the doeo slice consists of tbe
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slightly larger M(II) octahedral positions, which
may be occupied by bigger cations like Ca'g+
('Fleet 1975). This may be a rate-determining
factor for the growth velocity in the [010] direc-
tion.

Bautsch et al. (1,971) derived PBCs and F
faces from the structure to explain the presence
of cleavage planes, but the criterion used for
choosing the PBCs was different. They only
looked for directions in which it was possible to
form a chain of strong bonds between symme-
try-related atoms (Hartman & Perdok 1955b),
and not between translation-related atoms. How-
ever, the method of Hartman & Perdok
(1955b) has been abandoned, because the sym-
metry at the surface differs from that in the
bulk crystal. This is why a different list of
PBCs and F faces is obtained here (Table 4).
The cation-cation distance was used by Bautsch
et aI. as a criterion of strong bonding. In the
present paper the criterion is the presence of at
least one Mg-O bond between the SiOa tetra-
hedra in the direction parallel lo the PBC.

Comparing the relative importance of crystal
forms of Mg-rich olivine as proposed by Fleet
(1975) with the results of the present work, it is
found that the agreement between observed and
derived morphology is satisfactory. This is due
to the fact that in both papers SiOo tetrahedra
are considered as complete crystallizing parti-
cles and the Mg-O bonds are considered the
only bonds formed during the crystallization
process. However, there are a few differences.
Dipyramidal forms are not discussed by Fleet.
Although they are not observed on skeletal crys-
TABLE 4. COMPARISON IN DERIVATION OF PBCS AND T FACES FROM

THE STRUCTURE

Bautscht this study

PBc* PBc*
face type

Bautsch this study

tals, they are commonly observed on polyhedral
crystals. Growth layers, as indicated by Fleet
(l9i:75), have a high dipole moment, because for
{02t), {110}, {120} (erroneously indexed as
{210} throughout Fleefs paper), {101} and
{001} all the M(r) and for {O10} all the MQI)
atoms are at one side of the growth layer. These
atoms have to be divided statistically between
two growth layers; otherwise, a tremendously
high surface charge would occur. Taking into
account this statistical division of the M(I) and
M(II) atoms at the (O10) surface, as given in
Figure 2, the surface structures, as given intui-
tively by Fleet, have been given tleir foundation
in the present paper.

Fleet recognized correctly {100} as a stepped
face, but this has nothing to do with the growth
of {010}, because growth fronts parallel to [001]
mus't be considered to be parts of {110} and
{120} rather than of {100}. This phenomenon
has been proved by observations on natural crys-
tals; those that are flattened parallel to {100}
show macro-steps parallel to {110} and {120}.

CoNcrustoNs

1. The PBCs in the olivine-type structure are:
[100], [o01], <101>, [010], <201>, <110>,
<111>, <2lA>, <zLL>, <0r2>, <lr2>,
<310>, <212> and (311), if the SiOe tetra-
hedra are considered as complete crystallizjng
particles.
2. The F forms are: {010}, {11O}, {OZL\,
{101 } ,  { 11 r } ,  { 120 } ,  { t z r } ,  { 001 } ,  { 130 } ,
{112} and U32}.
3. The order of relative importance of the F
faces in the zones parallel lo PBCs, based on
the bonds between these PBCs within the slices
in this zone, is: for the [001] zone, {010}, {11O}'
{120} and {130}; for the [1O0] zone, {010},
{021} and {001}; for the <101> zones, {010},
{101}, {111} and {l2l}; for the (201) zones,

{0r0} ,  {112}  and U32}.
4. The F faces, derived from the structure, all
belong to the most frequently observed crystal
forms in nature, with the exception of the {112}
and {132} forms. The {112} form is, according
to the drawings of Goldschmidt's Atlas der
Krystallformen, only frequently observed on
olivine crystals from palasitic meteorites.
5. In contrast to Bautsch et al. (1971)' we
conclude that {120} is an F face and not an ,S
face, {01 I } is an S face and not an F face, and

Uzl\ ', {130} and {132} are F faces.
6. There is a significant difference between the
growth layers (slices) as represented by Fleet
(1975) and those presented in this paper. In the
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growth layers illustrated by Fleet, the Mg atoms
that are close to the boundary of the slice are
presented only on one side of the boundary.
This choice produces polarity, which should be
avoided. A boundary should be chosen in such
a way that there is a statistical distribution of
Mg atoms at both sides of the slice boundary.
7. The derivation of the F faces in this paper
provides the basis for a further quantitative deri-
vation of the morphology of crystals with the
olivine-type structure in Part II.
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